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THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT OF HOSEA COMPARED WITH THE 
MASSORETIC TEXT,* 

BY GAYLARD 11. PATTERSON, PH. D., 

New Haven, Conn. 

PRELIMINARY REMARKS. 

In sympathy with all earnest effort to obtain a better text of the Old Testa- 

ment, I was led, at the suggestion of my esteemed friend and teacher, Professor 
W. R. Harper, to take up the study of the Septuagint version of Hosea. Good 
use has been made of the Targum by Wiinsche,t and Sebikt has investigated the 
variations of the Peshitta. But the most important of the versions for textual 

criticism, the Septuagint, has received little attention, having been investigated 
only in a general way by the commentators as well as by Vollers in Das Dodekapro- 
pheton der Alexandriner. 

It is not my purpose to repeat the history of the version, the legend of its 

origin, etc., since this work has already been done by those who have wider 

experience. The purpose is simply to compare the Septuagint with the Masso- 
retic text and note the conclusions that may be drawn from such comparison. 

The great question, however, in the study of the LXX. to-day is whether the 

variations, which it presents, are due to arbitrariness of translation or to differ- 
ence of recension. Thus it is my object to consider whether there are variations 
in the translation which would not be allowed a translator, and if so, whether 
these are due to arbitrariness on the part of the translator or to difference of 
recension. 

Before proceeding to the consideration of the differences between the texts, it 
seems best to present a brief outline of the manner in which the investigation is 
conducted. Having studied the text verse by verse it was my intention to pre- 
sent the results in somewhat the same form as is followed in the works of Lagarde, 
Wellhausen, Ryssel, etc., but this, it seems, fails to present to the mind any clear 
idea of the variations as a class. Therefore, after a brief statement in regard to 
the condition of the text of the LXX., the variations are considered under three 

general divisions which I have named Interpretation, Doubtful and Recensional. 
Under Interpretation those variations which may, in any fair way, be attributed to 

* Part of a thesis presented to the Faculty of the Department of Philosophy and the Arts, 
Yale University, for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, by Gaylard H. Patterson. 

t Der Prophet Hosea {bersetzt und erkllrt mit Benutzung der Targumim und der j1tdischen Aus- 
leger, Raschi, Aben Ezra und David Kimchi. Leipzig, 1868. 

& Die Syrische Uebersetzung der zwilf kleinen Propheten und ihr Verhtiltnis8 zu dem massoret- 
ischen Text und zs den aiteren UTebersetzungen u. s. w. Breslau, 1887. 
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the translation through free translation, different punctuation, confusion of let- 
ters, etc., are considered. Under Doubtful cases, those variations which are of 
such a nature that one cannot determine whether they are due to the translator 
or to a difference of MSS., are considered, and under Recensional those cases 
which can only be accounted for on the supposition that the translation is based 
on a MS. or MSS. differing somewhat from those underlying the Massoretic text. 
In these divisions the material is classified as in Workman's Text of Jeremiah. 
He adopts the old terminology "in an accommodated sense." With the Masso- 
retic text as the basis, the variations of the second and third divisions are consid- 
ered under additions and omissions of letters, words, phrases, etc., "alterations 
of mood, tense, gender, person, number and case." Substitutions of parts of 

speech, syntactical forms, etc. Thus the first consideration is as to the integrity 
of the text of the LXX. Then those variations, which may be attributed to the 

translator, are considered and thus one is familiarized with the general character 
of the translation in such a way that he may proceed to the consideration of the 
doubtful and recensional cases with an additional criterion by which to estimate 
the value of the variations in these cases.* 

The Hebrew text used in the discussion is the edition by Baer and Delitzsch; 
the fac-simile of the Codex Babylonicus Petropolitanus edited by H. L. Strack 
was also consulted. Tischendorf's sixth edition of the Septuagint is used and 
fac-similes of the Vatican and Alexandrian MSS. have been consulted.t 

CONDITION OF THE GREEK TEXT. 

With corruption in both the IIebrew and the Greek, results become very 
uncertain; so, while the examination of the text of the LXX. involves a special 
investigation of itself, a few cases of interest may be noticed here. 

In 7:2 there is manifest corruption, for the reading 
bUre, 

Eva'~wtv i e dovre-- 
is neither Greek nor Hebrew, nor is the variant 

br• cvvasovolv c avvwlovre~, better. 
Ewald suggests that the text may have been c avvJovrer 'v rf KapGdia ainrmv.$ This 

might then be a free translation, or perhaps they misread 1Ift for 17 *. To 

suppose with Ewald that they read 2)M 1fify j is to increase the difficulty. 
In 10:6 the reading tGa ainrbv fi• 

'AUGvplov( d/$qavrT , i4bve y av K vta r-~ faart ei? 

'Iape 
a 'v yj zart 'Eppat dPkerat, must be corrupt; 4vta and iv 6@art seem to be a 

double translation for the same word, though the latter may be for the Hebrew 

In1:3t (?). 
In 13:3 the aipbeov of the LXX. is probably a confusion of letters from niapih~v 

* Since the above divisions were made the excellent and recent work of Canon Driver has 
come to the writer's hands and he is pleased to find in it a very clear statement of the proper 
method of investigation. Cf. Notes on the Hebrew Text of the Books of Samuel. Oxford, 1890, p. xl. 

+ It is gratifying to know that an excellent edition of the Greek text is now being prepared 
for the Syndics of the University Press, Cambridge, by H. B. Swete, D. D. 

$ Prophets of the Old Testament. Vol. I., p. 273. London and Edinburgh, 1875. 
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which is a variant and a translation of the Hebrew consonants; Kawvod6X~ is 
another variant and a good translation of the Hebrew. 

In 9:10 the reading GKoby iv v vK& may have arisen in some such way as is 

suggested by Schleusner,* viz., UKowcv is a confusion of letters of the word K(a)pl 
o, 

with aieo rov and vc of a(v)Ki, which might then be a free translation. The paral- 
lelism establishes the Hebrew. 

Instances of readings which seem to be due to the confusion or to the simi- 

larity in writing of the Greek letters are the following : The reading of the LXX. 
in 4:14, viz., K?i ai a 6 

Gvvrwv auewE•erK-o e7- 7T6pv7yC, for which the Peshitta has 

].] 
cai 1. 

_... ... 
3 ?, 

.-, 
is best explained as a corruption, since the 

Peshitta, departing from the Massoretic text, agrees with the LXX. except that it 
has the negative. Compare with this 13:13, where Cyrilt explains the LXX. 

olroo 
6 

at6 cov 6 <ppdvCiog, as used sarcastically; and Cappelle conjectures that 8' was 

read 5. But better than these is the explanation of Marck (cited by Simson), 
viz., vi6 aov = vib o&, r having been copied a second time. In 2:16 the LXX. has 
K ar ( 

aV62v (7 plp/Iov for "•i•" "if;'71). Concerning this Schleusner 
observes "ubi loco -rd * * * reponendum videtur 1i0 vel 

Av6•,n air-v Ei prl7ov. 

Ag? habet quoque Cod. Basil." These last instances as well as a conjecture of 

Drusius (cited by Wiinsche) that r~Jipat 7:5 is due to the manner of writing the 
dative HMEPAI, are sufficient to show that one must examine the ancient charac- 
ters of the Greek before he can determine to what extent the manuscripts have 
been influenced by transcription alone. This and the evident corruption indicate 
that one must handle the text with great discrimination. " But fortunately in 
this case sound results in detail must precede and not follow the establishment of 
a text sound throughout."$ 

INTERPRETATION. 

Under this division, as already indicated, it is proposed to consider those 
variations which may be attributed to the translation, whether arising directly 
from interpretation, or in any way due to the translator. Since the Greek trans- 
lator of this book must have found difficulty in interpretation owing to the 

peculiarities of the style of the Prophet, this becomes one of the obstacles in the 

way of the textual study of the book. These peculiarities may be stated sum- 

marily as follows: brief and unconnected sentences; frequent neglect of gender, 
person and number; intermingling of similes and metaphors; scanty use of parti- 
cles ; feeble parallelism; rare words; peculiar constructions; inversions; ana- 
colutha and corruption of text. To what extent the translation has been affected 

by failing to observe these peculiarities will appear in the following. 

* Novus Thesaurus in Vetus Testamentum. Glasgow, 1822. 
? J. P. Migne's edition of Patrologia Graeca. Paris, 1859. Vol. LXXI., p. 311. 
? Encyclopedia Britannica. Article, "Septuagint" by Wellhausen. Vol. XXI., p. 669. 
? Henderson's Commentary on the Minor Prophets, p. 1. Andover, 1868. 
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I. There may be noted cases in which a word is given a meaning belonging 
to it, but not the proper force according to the context, as in the case of 

1. Nouns, when there is used, 
a. A Common Noun for a Proper Noun. povv6l for ; 

y.~ 
in 5:8; 9:9 and 

10:9, influenced perhaps by 4:13 and 10:8, where the common noun occurs. The 

first part of the words 18Nn and • •l , 4:15; 5:S; 12:5, etc.,* is always 
translated by okbco. Other examples are oKrld -= 0; , 5:1; ,in -z-6 

= • , 5:8. 
b. A Proper for a Common Noun. 'Iapeip = 9)' 5:13 and 10:6. Compare, 

however, A.V. and R.Y. In this case the article would be expected with 

: 
. j and O to the mouth of an Oriental are nearly related. Cf. Ps. 16:1. 

For M6xpjag cf. p. 195. 
2. Verbs; in some cases 

a. A fair meaning is given. aroppirrW = fl• , 10:7,15; ~raKoi,0 
= j, 

2:23,24; cf. A.V., while in 5:5 and 7:10 
T TJ 

- 
rawTrv6o (C), etc. 

b. Not in accordance with the context, as in 14:9; 2:17, where the same 
word is similarly translated. 5ot6o = 

,01, 
4:5,6; xapaarrds = $"•", 10:11, 

13, etc. 
3. Tense. A few cases wiil suffice to show that the translation cannot be 

relied upon in expressing accurately the force of a particular tense. In 1:2 

eKbropveCVovaa 
KwtOpveO4et for 

,t0 ,i) 
t is a simple translation of the idiom, but 

fails to convey the idea in its proper force. In 2:1 •v is used for fT 1T while the 

same is used for 71'7l' 8:6, and in 11:4 
,t? - 

= 
-Ka; &Eo/•ai, 

while Dj'ggX is 
"2 : " "." : " 

translated by igretva airoii, etc. Even upon superficial examination one discovers 
the inaccuracy of the translation in this particular. But when it is remembered 
that interpreters still disagree as to the force of the " Perfect" and "Imperfect " 

in particular cases, one is not surprised to find that the "present perfect," the 

"frequentative imperfect," etc., are not properly rendered. Such nice shades of 

expression cannot be expected in the translation. On the contrary it is just the 
slavishness of the translation that makes it possible to reconstruct the Hebrew 
text from it. No one would attempt it from a modern translation. 

4. Government. There are cases in which the government or construction of 

a phrase or sentence is not exact as when 
a. A verb is read transitively with an object when it should be intransitive, 

as 'ai altar-a •' a/uaot 1icdyovotr for : ') 09gy) P9 11 4:2; Am~ptav Kapdiac air v 
for if 

P3_ 

10:2; L p7eirpe4 rI bpyi v ov for t N 2• 14:5, etc. Compare also 

13:15b, where, however, they may have pointed the verbs differently, 
b. Which may also be the case in certain active verbs which are read passively, 

as in 12:11 
,"•' 

= uol67Ov ; 5:7 
"3• = 

Aye•vvy@rhav(?), 
etc. 

* When etc. occurs, a few unimportant cases are not cited since the cases under this division 
are cited simply to set forth the general character of the translation; otherwise the treatment 
is exhaustive. 
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c. The subject and object of the verb are also sometimes confused. In 4:11 
this affects the entire verse. 

IT. As indicated, some of the above variations may have arisen from a differ- 
ent pointing. To this cause many variations may be attributed and in some cases 
the LXX. reading is to be preferred. Sometimes the change is 

1. A Noun for a Verbal Form. 

"~13. 
for "T12 1:2, also for 121• 13:1. The Massoretic text gives a fair 

construction in Hebrew, and being the more difficult is to be preferred; it also 

gives a very good sense. The Peshitta and Targum, however, have the noun. 

_f 8 = 
)t.7 

13:7. So also the Peshitta 021? and Vulgate, "in via Assyri- 

orum," and (itzig.* ;ly (adj.) 
- 

.. 

12:2 and 
i,•" 

= 
. :. 

11:7 wrongly, 
as also 

•_r) 
for ')• ) 6:9, and though in 4::19 'Y for 

_'" 
is adopted by 

ID)rake,f the sense and context are better sustained by the Massoretic text. 
2. Verbal Form for Noun. 

gig = NI• 8:9, but this is contrary to the 8th verse. 09l• = tggyI 
8:6, wrongly, as also 

O.• 
for 

rJ• 
2:17. In 12:6 ft fbor 

MW• 

occurs 
the more easily, as pip occurs in the preceding. 

3. Verbal Form for Verbal Form. 

In 3:1 ' 
y = 

7.1 
f! r . 

Drake assumes this without doubt to be 
the true reading. Hermannr also adopts it, explaining the arrangement, however, 
as chiastic. The ordinary reading is adopted by all the later commentators, but 
it seems that a slight variation from the LXX. and Massoretic text, reading 

f•_ J.~n*r 
after J. D. Michaelis,4 gives a better parallelism as well as uniformity 

in the use of the participles. The first two, thus, refer to the evil habits of the 
woman in relation to her paramour and the consequent adultery, while the next 

couplet refers to Israel's relation to "other gods " and the consequent idolatrous 

practice, indicated in the expression "love cakes of grapes." Thus it is the way- 
wardness of the woman not the decoyment of idols that is censured. 

In 7:5 
j.ffl 

for 
. ••, 

not badly. Several other cases, however, are not so 

good, as: 

'•. 
•i.= -- ' 

0. 
' 2:13; 6": 1;i ' = '")'g 

]* 6:11 ; 
."'. 

= 
'iEg ) 8:3; jl' = j~' 8:10; flT7 = •tE') 10:14; bf')= 

gf-') 
14:4; 

4. A Noun for a Noun. 

-fj' i 
=-m=-; 1•• 

4:5; f. 11:7, but wrongly as also n = 8 12:4, 
perhaps a free translation here. D',nl = bff "t 2:3; ('2) Qbf"i = 

5 ;7r710:13. 

* Die Zw if kbleieni Propheten. Leipzig, 2d edition, 1852, p. 56. 
t Notes orn iJah and Iosea. Cambridge, 185, 83 p. 98. 
$ Studie und Kritikcen, 1879, p. 515. 

? Deutsche Uebersetzung des Alten Testaments. Vol. XI. Goettingen, 1782, pp. 4 and 21. 
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5. Other Cases. 037 for bJ 12:1; 
_. 

= 

D•T. 
11:10; (?) ~ = i 12:12. 

These and other cases are noted under other heads. Cf. VIII., pp. 201 sq. 
III. There is also a number of variations arising from a different arrange- 

ment and construction of the text, consisting in 
1. The different grouping of words, affecting 

a. A change in a verse, as 4:5 

**:• 

't' 3 
. t_, 

= 
vvwr' 6uoeoua riv tpr-pa 

aov. Vulgate, "Nocte tacere feci matrem tuam." The connective ) probably 
did not occur in the MSS. from which these translations were made. The paral- 
lelism and contrast between day and night favor the Massoretic text. In 9:6 the 
LXX., E~ ra? atrwopiaC 'Aybirrrov, ial itc(S•~eral ainrob9 M5y.pt, KGa OKgi 8c 

a7Troi9, MatXudc K.r.., 
misses the sense perhaps because of the general expression preceding 0911JO and 
the subject standing first; while the incorrect reading of "• also conduced 
to this. Jerome* thought they confused " and \. M4xuzac is elsewhere the 

translation of gD)O and so associating this with Egypt they have misread here. 

In 9:4, Dn•2 
l•'.•'On~ Dil'....: 

t• =I 
.... j'.=!• 

... NL)1. 
-LixX., nai oCX 

ii&vanv 
arnO al Ovalaa ainrov gj 5iproc r-evOovg, K.r•. Variant. ;l()vnavrno 

K 
r.i. 

Peshitta, 

,d~Y1 PoPD~ll. Targum, Ts'~i p'!jfl 11 ~ T 1Nl he 
one reading of the LXX. as well as the Peshitta and Targum take •tflt as 
the subject of the verb, giving the better construction. The variant of the LXX. 
has in its favor also the fact that ?Gi6v when used actively takes the accusative. 

Cheyne suggests that the Massoretic division "was possibly caused by a wish to 

preclude a misinterpretation of Hosea's language, viz., that the Israelites would 
go on sacrificing to Jehovah even when in captivity."t Other cases may be found 
in 9:11; 11:8; 12:1,2,3; 13:2 and 14:8; they need no comments. 

b. A change in more than one verse, as in 4:14,15: ifig if'•_ON 
:t0- 

. _ I" 

LXX.-ovver1riKrEo yerT wr@vc. zv. Here the LXX. seem to have tried to bring 
the last of the verse into consonance with the phrase 1"!t* 

,lltl 
b , and 

thus translate freely, reading b7 for • a very easy confusion. Sebok, how- 
ever, suggests that the LXX. which he thinks the Peshitta followed, deluded by 
the sound of the letters, translated it 

. 
, but this does not seem well supported 

by his references. At any rate a glance at the text shows it to be incorrectly 
construed. 

In 9:8,9 for "dil ,ntp ~ iri 4 9 9 :* " • ?) pt) i the LXX. 

has paviav Cv 
biKc, 

eoo0 
KarrGtwav. 

(7/0pizav K.r.L. The two verbs coming together in 

the Hebrew were separated by the translator and the first was given to the pre- 
ceding clause. The Massoretic text, however, gives a possible construction and 

being the more difficult is to be preferred. Other cases may be found in 4:11,12; 
5:15 and 6:1, also 6:10,11. 

2. The different grouping of letters, as in 4:4, where : 
ti._ 

' 
. i..• 

= 

* Patrologia Latina, Ed. J. P. Migne, Paris, 1845. Vol. XXV., p. 894. 
t The Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges. Bosea. Cambridge, 1887, p. 94. 
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LXX. 6 JA 2a6 yeou cj avrt2yerc;voo iepet. The LXX. reading suits the context 

better in placing f so as to read 
.f_ 

, cf. v. 6. The f in the Massoretic text is 
probably from the first of the following word, and so this case might have been 
considered under Recensional variations, but being connected with an otherwise 
free translation it seemed best to consider both under Interpretation. The trans- 
lation of the latter part may be thought to invalidate that of the first part, but 
the final Y~dh of '2 ,'tf was probably obscured in the MS., and thus this would 
be a fair translation following closely the order of the words, since in Greek the 

regular order would be the reverse. Thus the LXX. becomes a safeguard against 
such conjectures as that of Wellhausen* unless such corruption took place before 

the translation was made. One conjecture by Robertson Smith,t viz., 93 •'•, 
is antedated by a conjecture cited by Rosenmiiller,t viz., "Quos conjecturae juvant, 
miror, in eam pariter non incidisse, qua legeretur '2 ,'1 

. 
cum affixo primae 

pers. singul. sicut contendens adversus me sacerdos, ita ut sensus exoriretur periodi; 
tum populus tuus tumrn sacerdos mihi contradicunt et adversantur. 'Si genuina 
floret lectio in Alexandrina versione, videri haec posset isti conjecturae ex parte 
faveri.' "~ 

In 6:5 for 

.•. 
" , 

..g 
i 

. 
the LXX. has Kal rb Kpiua ,ov 5oj fr if iieboerat; 

the Peshitta, 
,..s W• 

•it 
? 
1. ,? 

; the Targum, 

1. 
1jijT 

''.,.? 

These 

versions surely give the better reading here, not involving a change of person nor 
the necessity of supplying, as the Massoretic text does. As is evident, this simply 
requires the f to be joined to the following word; it is favored by Cheyne and 
others. 

Other cases are the following: For ','7 1), 8:12, the translation in the 

LXX. is wrX•Oog, iaa 7r 
v7Nutlta a)iTo; K.T.2t. = 

•,•"• •"•. 
In 7:11 for •R'•p •*'• 

1~ "17 "' 
the LXX. has Aiyvrrov 

7aIKEK 
ro, KaG! 

Ea 
'AXvvplovp 

x.r.g . = 
K j"i. 

" ' 
"i• g'. In 11:2 for 0,"r00 the LXX. is iK ~rpo~0cov 

orV 
airoi. 

Iggg = 1Kc ? , 6:2,3. Cf. also p. 200 for 7:1. 
IV. The character of the languages being so different, allowance must be 

made for certain variations due to the genius of each language; as in the case of 
1. Asyndeton, which occurs much more frequently in Hebrew than in Greek. 

Cf. 1:1; 3:1, etc. 
2. Verbal Apposition, when the second verb is often translated by an infini- 

tive. Cf. 1:6; 5:11, etc. 
3. Abstract Plurals, which are usually well translated by the singular, as in 

1:2, 0 r'j ' yvvazKa ropveiag. Cf. also 2:4,6; ,:4, etc. 
4. Collectives, which are often translated by the plural, as in 2:20, where the 

* History of Israel. Edinburgh, 1885, p. 138. 
P The Prophets of Israel. New York, 1882, p. 406. 
$ Scholiac in Vetus Testamentum. Leipzig, 1812. VII., 1, p. 124. 
? Dissertationes Aurivilii. Goettingae et Lipsiae, 1790, p. 606. 
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Hebrew 0 nf'h rf =- uer rlv Brpiwv roi aypoi. So also the other collectives 
of the verse and elsewhere. Some cases are more doubtful, as 

J/apTriar 
for "ig 0 

4:8; Fi9pavav /a••ir 
= 
-~-"i 

l 7:3. 

5. Infinitives, as in 4:2, where the infinitives are translated by nouns, repre- 
senting the sense fairly. However, the translator may have vocalized the words 
as nouns; the stronger expression is given in the received text. 

6. Peculiarities. 
a. In the translation of T'l0 1:6, etc., it cannot be determined whether the 

translator read ; 
1". 

a participle, or a perfect 
itT'f., 

since he would prob- 
T ; ; 

ably translate in the same way in either case. Thus the translation seldom gives 
any light on such forms. 

b. In a western language the expression "their souls" is preferable to "their 

soul," but such an expression is quite common in Hebrew. In 4:8 for the He- 
brew gibP the LXX. has riacr 9xc 

aiG-rv, 
reading gi)t] perhaps, as do many 

? - T : -- 

Hebrew MSS., or they may have referred the singular suffix to the community 
and thus' translated in the plural; in either case the effect upon the noun is the 

same, requiring the plural. Cf. also 9:11, 0"T' = ai a6at abnir;v ; 13:8, 
.• 

= 
Kapcfat a' 

;"v, 
etc. 

c. In the Greek a part of speech frequently carries its force farther than in 
the Hebrew, and so where it would be repeated in Hebrew the one answers in 
Greek. Such is the case in 5:6, where 

.7•i3i. 
/dj wpOj3oeir', 

~aii 

deIxov. Note also the translation of 

D.•X. 
fn - r ' "xKir t', 13:14, 

viz., ri X epbc 
,dov 

kbiooa al Ki K av&rov 
2;vrp(oao/zat ai7rob. 

Variant abroi9 for Ka2. 

d. Frequently the term "ti73 is translated as referring to the inhabitants, 
as in 7:11, etc. 

e. Other Cases. In 2:23 
,*ll Otrr-"r'n rr, 

= wIaKoivoac Tr ovpav), 
Ka1 a iTr6. In 5i:1 f-iffi = 'AKcovGar E rav7a. 

V. Some minor variations may also be explained as free translations and 

may easily be detected. Such are the following: 
1. Those which may be said to give the sense of what is expressed figuratively 

in Hebrew, as in 2:7, where for 

f)•.C.i .I.Y 

the LXX. rc & d 
•? ov 

~a •K 
T biO6vL 

/tov, 
gives the article for the material of which it is made and this is not far from 

the Hebrew. Cf. Lev. 13:47, where 
"I' 

occurs with these words; cf. also 2:11. 

The translation of the last word of the verse, 
., .'g, 

by Ud~ivra cEa ~o 
K 
aKOt rep- 

resents the idea of the Hebrew in a general expression. In 2:17 
,"! 

. 

=r 

aK7/ara abj'ty , "which," as Simson observes, "is perhaps not to be emened to 

KA lara with Drusius, but explains itself from the peculiarity of the LXX., in the 
use of synecdoche, preferring to place the genus for the species.)" 

2. In many places B19 seems to have been taken in a general sense and is 
translated by the plural. Cf. 4:6; .5:9; 7:5; 10:14, etc. 

* Der Prophet Hosea. Hamburg und Gotha, 1851, p. 101. 
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3. There are also sonme cases in which the translator seems to have given a 

peculiar meaning to a form by reference to the root from which the word is 

derived, as in 2:17, where for ;l 
). 

nf*) the LXX. has tavoiZai 
oi~va'tv 

ainr-c, 

pointing the first as an infinitive, which, with the ordinary meaning of 
,lri 

, 
does not make good sense; but the translation is not so remote as to require the 

conjecture that they read t0f)n (Drusius). The words in their first meanings are 

not so far apart as they seem to be, I) meaning "to bind" and abve•S (ovvirit) 
"a joining together," so that though My is not translated elsewhere by this 

word, it seems probable that it is the form which was before the translator. The 

vocalization, however, may have been 
j-.f* 

as Sebik suggests. The LXX. take 
this verse as one of warning and so the translation of this phrase is more in accord- 

aice with the context as thus Understood. In 5:12 yj is translated by rapax 

and the root from which y is derived is frequently translated by rapdoaa, so 
that, though the exact meaning is not given here, the translator's intention is 
shown to be right. 

4. There are other cases in which the meaning given a word or form is 

inexact, as in 1:6, where vrtraaodpeol bvrt 
criotat 

for 8 • does not seem 

so strange when one thinks of the different interpretations that have been given 
this clause by the commentators. Wiinsche and Nowack say this translation 

demands the Hithp l, but it is to be remembered that the translator must not 
be held responsible for modern kowledge of grammar; moreover such transla- 

tion nowhere occurs for the 
HYthp.1l. 

It is also to be noted that the same words 
occur in 1 Kgs. 11:34 for 131)( p pt3 , from which Schleusner conjectured 
that the translator read the same here. However, the emphatic infinitive con- 
struction points to the form here as the basis, and if the translations are in any 
way related then it seems probable that the translator of Kings read 8 ) 

f).]•2 
which only involves the change of a f* to an K; not a difficult change 

with the old Hebrew characters. Though the translation itself cannot be sup- 
ported, it is interesting in that it shows an attempt to translate the form which 
occurs in the received text. Moreover the influence of '3 preceded by a negative 
perhaps had some force in affecting the translation. In this case it may be com- 

pared with that of the A. V. In 2:15 the LXX. has iv alk wriv v airoic for "'tP2 

D;IV) " 
i i , referring 

" • , with 0 omitted, to ' ', to which Hitzig refers 
it also, since otherwise the latter part of the verse requires some additional expla- 
nation. Nowack takes "qWK as an accusative of time. There is no reason for 

supposing that the translator* found 3 in the MS.* used. In 3:2 the translation 
of tTi" by 

yn•uc'oi/•, 
is probably based on the same text. Cf. the Arabic 

l in the eighth form. IIowever, the translator may have referred it to "i) . 
* The singular, translator, should not be taken as implying that the translation was made by 

one person, since this is not known, but it is used for sake of convenience. MS. is used in the 
same way. 
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In the difficult figurative language of 7:4sqq. the translator seems to have 
found some difficulty, but has given the words fairly, though missing the sense. 

Dj is translated by xivr q, either dropping b on account of the same letter fol- 

lowing, or probably it is used as expressing the meaning. (Cf. v. 7): KaTK•Gabtrog 

for f]it seems to have been taken as referring to the fire and thus the sense 
is missed. In v. 5 2odt6g for g•) 

does not give the exact meaning of the word, 

but it is frequently used for•. In v. 6 avu abOn1av for 3'" does not require 
the conjectures that the reading was Zllp (Cappelle), 01f (Buxtorf), etc. The 
sense seems to have been adapted to the figure. The translation of j"• by 

marapdr•ro 
is free also. Cf. the translation of Di by 

Karappi~• 
in 1 Sam. 2:35. 

In 12:7 the LXX. yYLE for 

;_i 
is probably a free translation. Though the 

phrase 
'")l•i~ 

to which the translation corresponds is one of frequent occur- 

rence, Ezek. 40:46; I Sam. 14:36, etc., the other is also, as in Ps. 87:34; 27:14, 

and suits the following "'ptv better. 
In 5:8 several words are rendered freely, as may be seen by a reference to the 

text, but the idea is conveyed; such is the case also in 8:4, but the idea in 
135)•9 

and 
f"•t," 

is not so well expressed. Other cases of free translation are the fol- 

lowing: = v••4: = icezlovaev, 4:3; •gy** = KaTrEva•va~t, 
4:10; 1)P 

-= 
O-i otat, 

4:7; C7b t7~S = wa?pouo7rpcian i~.i.2L., 4:16i; ?-flfl~ =w{ 7i(T rl 5:3; 133;1;) = 

bt rb 

o 
uii 

'ay 
ay 

2out:wrov, 
5:7; )~ = •YYog, 7:6; •1 tl••t = 

•ip,0av 
a, 7:9; 

;fn~ = wTor6T (?) ft~l3), 5:9; ~1 3 = i'n~ava TAi-l~u a (?), 6:2; nTl~ - ii.~QO 
8:7; 1V'•F•* = 

Ba•O2pog, 9:6; ,I• = i'wdve &v, 9:16; "]nJ = 
•.,•paut• (t.. 

?), 
11:8; ' -iff = aoucolT, 13:5; 9r0 = ravOp,* 13:7; etc. 

VI. There are some variations which appear to be slight turns given to 

expressions for the sake of clearness or interpretation. They are cases which, if 
retranslated into Hebrew, would require, 

1. An alteration or substitution, as in 4:3, where for the Hebrew "))• 

,*.• 
3yi's) the LXX. is sai 

a/tacpvv6klerac 
ait 5ca 

vo i 
arolao?.rotv 

abrmv. The verb 

being taken as passive it was easiest to refer it to the land, and thus 
,lj 

Zlt t) 
is construed, as the following words, with . In 4:12 the force of j in the first 
clause is either carried over to the second or the translator supposed the second 
should agree, reading 

j,'"i•1-, 
but this does not suit here. In 9:8,17 the suffixes 

are not translated, but in the connection the general term D,"ing seems to have 
been preferred, though the translator probably found 7•;t* in the MS. If the 

Greek sal i-4d abir'v • "pytpov, 2:16, is original this is a turn in expression, but see 

p. 192. Cf. also tf*'")ji = aTEKvw7UovTat, 9:12; •rt "?i-- 
6=eiatoi eotv, 7:13. 

2. An addition, as in 2:10, where, for the Hebrew 
j•,l ,"*) *D 'r•9' qgn 

lfy , the LXX. is xat apyipuov 
•i•2Ovva ai•r. a•ry 

di 
apyvpa sai Xpvua Eoi 

c•e, 
which 

seems to have been caused by the peculiarity of the arrangement of the Hebrew. 

* Modern interpreters also find difficulty in translating the Hebrew words for lion. 
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There is an attempt to convey the idea. But are the people represented as using 
silver which God had given and gold which he had not given ? 

In 3:3, if 
Artpr,, 

was in the original it is a wrong interpretation, but some 
editions do not have it,* and it is probably a correction. 

In 4:2, misled by taking the infinitives as nouns, the translator makes these 
the subject of the verb l'!• which is translated 

iX~v r;aT Zwr i yrW, retaining the 
image of the breaking forth of water, as also the Vuilgate in "inundaverunt," and 
this probably explains the addition; though it may be a copyist's error, being 
repeated from the preceding verse. 

In 7:1 for the Hebrew i'l3 -ifl• gyg Nut 
D. 

the LXX. has KaG 
K' 

7"71/ 
nf 

c, 
,;, ::f;T :iW~ (T : 

,T/ 
, 

i:~K/'(,TI(W,,v 
;/1Tc 

7• 
O ( 

T• ; 
aTrTo,. 

The addition arose 

perhaps from carrying out My more fully than the verb alone does. (Cf. 9:4, 
where the preposition is added to convey the idea.). The variation in the last is 

suggested by the preceding, but the initial 1 of the following verse was no doubt 

read as a suffix to 1'n . 
In 5:11 the HIebrew iT" 

lf.! 
seems to have been too general an expres- 

sion for the translator, and the vowel letters not being in the MSS.t perhaps he 

took this form as well as the following rly as active and supplied the object 
for the first. Similarly h h , 5:13, is not expressed in Greek without an object 

--: .- 

as easily as in Hebrew, so wprp/St. is supplied as an object in Greek. 
Other cases may be seen in the following: 

-v 
T~vpov 

ov•K•adovrog, 
4:13; 

07,~ 
V/1O 

(7)V/I*V, I~zpb 1I8: jY crb~vmarv7a 11:9 'Olt~ aVl~a7FO(6(W6) (WV (i] 

9:7 ; variant, aatwarr•ng, ; •22• = ir 
;)6a 

jwat 
•v, 

11 :4; etc. 

VII. There are some cases in which the translator has missed the sense 

through a false construction or misunderstanding of a word, etc. There may be 

noted, 
1. The misunderstanding of words and incorrect reading of suffixes often con- 

nected with such misunderstanding, as in 2:18, where 

9..• 
= 

3aa2oei6. 
This 

probably arose out of a difficulty in the mind of the translator in not understand- 

ing how Yahweh could ever have been called by) , or an unwillingness to 
admit it. 

In 13:14 
ff~- 

= 
d-,aiM 

cov, referring to the singular '"f' rather than to 

In 11:1 for the Hebrew 
t.)) 

the LXX. is rh tChva 
airo,, 

referring by the 
suffix to Israel probably, but this would be their fathers. Cf. Mt. 2:15. Note also 
the suffixes of the first for the third person in 12:5. 

In 7:16 
~t•-= vrTEh-a/<POV, cf. Jer. 4:29; 

"'I • 
= 

aEevI;]e, 
4:5; n]*0y) = 

O5yrta, 14:2; C1r = Kardatpwroc, 14:7. 

* Field's Hexapla. Oxford, 1875. Vol. II., p. 944. 
t The "plena scriptio" probably was not common in the MSS. which the translators used. 

Cf. Notes on the Hebrew Text of the Books of Samuel, p. xxxii. 
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2. Wrong Constructions. Closely connected with the preceding is the mis- 

understanding of the word V9f~l, 10:5, for which the LXX. reads Kal6c 

-aperriKpavav abrd6v, deriving it from rVi with fl, but this construction requires 

iiK . The uncommon word seems to have caused difficulty. 
In 2:19 for @0 

.• 
11} 

.•". 
RM the LXX. is Kal ov fLy [Lvea8Ohatv oiiK Irt r 

ov6[Lara 
air•O•, 

taking j in construction with the verb and translating as in the 

HIiphl'il. Cf. Josh. 28:7; Isa. 48:1. Perhaps they vocalized as Hiph'll, but 
.•)(• seems well sustained. Cf. Zech. 18:2. 

In 6:5 for i 'y3)• *•gj the LXX. has irre~6ipta roi~ irpo;racra iswav. No 

object being expressed for the verb the phrase was probably taken in the sense of 

"slaying in" or "among the prophets" and read 
bD*•*•,•. 

The received text 

and interpretation are sustained by the parallelism, 
In 11:6 for 1''1 OpD •* •J • ;I" • the LXX. has sat jbAvyev 

Av 
ko/bala 

iv raig wr6~a tv anrov, Kai 
KaavTr 

avocv iv rag XEpuiv 
avroi. 

The first verb 
is derived from ffL8 and both it and )l are taken intransitively, while 

)'17 is made to correspond with fif)f in the first clause and so is read 

)r'•*. 
The translator seems to have been influenced by an attempt to bring 

out parallelism. 
In 9:1 9 L] is translated in the LXX. by [l?6 ceibpaivov; in the Vulgate, 

"noli exultare." The early translators probably overlooked the fact that $N is 

not thus used. They may have read 9jn SW, but cf. Job 8:22, which favors 
the received text. 

In 7:14 the LXX. makes 
.)} 

the subject of the verb in the translation sai 

oVK 3•uPdav rpb p[ i 
a opdlat aV-Ov,~ 

for the Hebrew D~~ N )Y •• . 
In 6:7 S1)} D1?K f i~ ), the translation of which is avroi d•i e•alv 

d 

iwvOpawrog rapaaivowv. )Tly is read 
"!3}, 

qualifying Duf~ . This is a weak 

statement, but perhaps not more so than one interpretation of 4:4, viz., "thy 

people are as they that strive with the priest," or the expression in 5:10. 

In 6:8 ij ())iY7 n('="=61 L r pyaop[Livy [rata; •i7 
= 

v•-Y= roig 
?aoig avroi (annexion ?), 7:8; 

"ibn 
= -os 

oicdutKi 
at, 12:3. 

VIII. Again, there are some variations which seem to have arisen through 
the peculiar difficulty presented by the Hebrew or the MSS., or a strange mis- 

understanding of the text. In many cases a combination of these causes explains 
a reading. Since the reason for a variation of this nature is not very evident they 
need not be classified more definitely. The following are instances of such varia- 
tion : 

In 2:4 for the Hebrew pt? n7' ,~~? ' (v. 5 0S 3 g?• 0), the LXX. 
reads Iai igap6J 

r'v 
ropveiav 

a&'ri 
ic 

inrpogTcrov 
[tov (v. 5 5Trhr- av ic?iuaw airijv). Perhaps 

the first person is used as anticipative of the same in the following verse. Though 
the sense is missed, the translation does not involve any important change in the 

*5 
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text. 10g for 1"r; and 930 for •*•g, the former being much more 

common would naturally be taken in case of obscurity. 0 in v. 5 was perhaps 
read ,f unless the Greek should read nrta C 1(?). Cf. p. 192. 

In 12:15 for the Hebrew 't' ~ *b'1 bY)M; the LXX. has 
i40•,uev 'E pani 

aait 
rap6py ta; variant, insert iv before 'E payit. Is this an attempt to render 

the phrase by the combination of two verbs or was one originally an adverb in 

force, but altered ? The second verb of the Greek is the one most frequently used 

for Obff, but the other is also used. There must be an alteration or corruption 
here, perhaps a double rendering. 

In 14:8 it is suggested that the LXX. 
aovoat Ka / teOvaOjaovTat 

aue, 
, is a double 

translation of jyi 
"~', 

being read once ,T*,, once 
.,(1) , to which peOvatl ov- 

rat corresponds, but this word with airog is unparalleled. This is probably to be 
traced to a tampering with the text of the LXX. Such "conflate readings " are 

probably rightly attributed to admixture from other versions. According to the 

following canon, " If two readings coexist, of which one expresses the Massoretic 

text, while the other can only be explained from a text deviating from it, the 
latter is to be regarded as the original,"?* te&vo6l ovrat tr•t 

should be regarded as 

the original reading. This then may be a free translation of n • 
,S-', 

which 
would not be bad in this connection. 

In 14:3 
. f"4- = jSto Aif PTre. In the unparalleled Hebrew the trans- 

lator seems to have found difficulty, reading @9 '0 perhaps for L3 . The 

difficulty of the expression baffles the modern interpreter also. 
In 12:1 for the Hebrew jn) 

O•iri~fi Dy) ' 
"try " 

Y the LXX. has 

vv tyvo abTrobg 6ib Er ta 6 2a6 yptof KiKtEi2iaGat, mistaking blame for praise, but such a 

sentiment in this connection is altogether out of place. A slight change of con- 

sonants and pointing would admit the Greek reading, viz., 

'•. l.~' 
?P tf~r 

Other cases in which a slight change will admit a peculiar reading are the 

following: 6:9 altered to "lf 
r"•*"1• (b')'").'t t•0. 

("' may explain the 
LXX. ,cai r GXC co a pov vvpog lrtppa oi 'KpUV K.T. .; alSO 11:7, ivr) )'1 Dp 'P L ,t 
for which the LXX. is ai 

60•i B Oi rv a rti a a;Tro3 Ov wA iterat. 12:12 again, 

'. ..$. 

- - i for the LXX. ie p a Tra V....iv ra2att 

apwovrec. With 8:9, pa iytirrav compare prig _ ';", 9:1. The translator 
has not used fl1f anywhere; at least no translation requires it. 18:1, f•f"~l = 
tucat6~ara, perhaps for m" Aramaic(?). In 8:7 •" seems to have been omitted. 

vtater•pta 
ra 7Tataip va, 8:12, repeated from 8:11 by copyist ? In 2:8 j" ,nr*"*.fS 

f'1". = K~iat avot oSolbWo tr T 
6oG,, 

free ? 

* Notes on the Hebrew Text of the Books of Samuel, p. xlvii. 

t Not 4Nt after Simson and W uinsche, as Nowack indicates. 
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IX. Another reason for variation in the translation is the confusion of con- 

sonants; these must often have been dim and obscure in ancient MSS. Moreover 
the similarity between some of the letters must have led to confusion. The MSS. 
used by the translator were probably written in the old Hebrew or "square" 
characters, and the letters may have been confused in the transmission of those 
MSS. before the translation was made. Hence it is difficult to determine, many 
times, whether the translator erred in reading these, or some copyist before him. 
It seems probable, however, that as good a MS. or MSS. as the average would be 
used in such a translation, and accordingly the following variations may fairly be 
considered as due to the translator. 

In 1:4 for 
.•i' 

the LXX. has 'IobCa. Jerome believed this to have been due 
to the inexperience of the translator, using this word because it was the more 
common. Simson also points out the fact that "Judah " is thus brought into 
consonance with "house of Israel" at the end of the verse. rrfl? might also 
be confused easily with K?T, especially the apocopated form flnT. Thus in 
case of obscurity Judah would naturally be taken. But we, thinking of a definite 
fact, find that the context requires •*t. 

Instead of *),71 (2:14) the LXX. has cei paprbptov, concerning which Jerome 
observed, "LXX. posuerunt testimonium, Rel et Daleth literarum falsi similitu- 
dine." This seems probable, since Y(dh (,) might easily be obliterated. 

In 10:14 for 
4)'" 

n t 
"the 

LXX. has bK 
ro~ 

ol3ov 
oh, 

'IepoPodU ; variant, 

'Icpop2adL. The latter reading is that of the Alex. and Sin. MSS.; it is also the 
one Jerome gives for the reading of the LXX. It would seem then that ggIK 
was read $ggit through confusion of K and , perhaps also K and Y, while 
J?) was translated. Possibly a confusion of Zalmunna with I• may have 
led to the peculiar reading here, referring to Jerubaal, mentioned in the same 
passage, viz., Judg. 8. Jerome endeavored to explain the reading from this, but 
the reference is to a place, not to a person. The passage in the Hebrew awaits a 
satisfactory explanation. 

In 4:12 n! • = irveyiart of the LXX. The reading was probably j for '3 
and this the more readily since 7JA ' is without an object, unless the reading 
was 0 ; as in some MSS.,* and is translated freely. 

In 10:2; 5:15 and 14:1 •• is translated by Agavi~o. The translator prob- 
ably read 

•gi. Cf. 2:12 and 5:9, where the forms from byC are translated 
by derivatives of Asbavlio. It is possible, however, that the translator may have 
connected these two roots in some such way as Schmoller, whose opinion was 
that from the idea of suffering punishment comes the idea of being desolated, 
waste. 

* Davidson's Hebrew Text. London. P. 123. 
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In 7:6 for Opg the LXX. has 'E 
pai/, 

which is not easy to explain unless 
the reading of the MS. was Qtt and this was confused with the form •'• 
in some way. Perhaps the left foot of T was obliterated and then the remain- 

ing form and Yidh were transposed, or " may have been read for ,, since 
these letters were sometimes confused in the old characters.* Compare also 

b90 for 
0. 

, 6:8. 
In 11:4 the LXX. has g nairigov cvapwro5 

o;r rcf rklaydvaf abro for the Hebrew 

Opt.*.y _ 
0j 

'.•..D, 

reading •) 
b.•. 

and omitting one 
)" 

: this is 
taken as a threat; cf. Isa. 50:6. The context shows it to be wrong. 

"Av6Tprog 
is 

used indefinitely, as several times. 
In 8:6 Av ri 'Jopa4X arose probably from confusing '3 with j and thus 

b would seem a repetition or was obscured perhaps. 3 and , however, are 

very similar in the old "square " characters and may have been confused in 
the MSS. 

Other examples of such confusion of letters may be seen in the following: 

=3 =D 4:14; OJVTL ~ = Dm~ 7:12; ~pi ? n =3Y 8) :1; OV)~' 
= 

)'i 9:2; ?'TtP = iiV ' 10:11; L) = ''g• 10:12; 
"iT' = "t 

10:14. Cf. 
also the more doubtful D@'9' = OtE) 13:1; 

.1SjR 
= If"1r 14:9; Dj1 = 

:l') 5:12 (cf. 13:14 ?). 

X. Very peculiar are the variations in the translation of the particles. In 

many cases the variation may be affected by the context as in the case of ,3 
which is frequently translated by are and dtdrt but after a negative by aU7d. But 
as an accurate knowledge of the use of particles seems to be one of the last attain- 
ments in the study of a language, the translator is not to be censured if he allow 
the context as he understands it to determine the force of a particle. This our 
translator seems to have done always, rather than to have used the particles at 

any time as an aid in discovering the meaning of a particular passage. The fol- 

lowing groupings of the translations of prepositions, conjunctions, etc., will serve 
to show this : 

g= Ka~Bc v, 7:12; bv r-p6irov, 9:13. 

"iWT (9'1l ~) = bricrc generally, but ier- raY•ra, 3:5. 
i 

= ipa, 12:12; rakiv, 12:9; ier, 4:4(?). 
=It = iv rI atrr6, 11:; 18 i = 7iT vb aVrd, 2:2. 

g) = oi and ob 
y4 frequently; 4, 6:6. 

5Sa roro, 
4:3, 

etc. C. 
c 

j) also, 2:8,16, 
etc. 

* Cf. Wellhausen's Der Text der Buecher Samuelis. Gottinrgen, 1872. Pp. 18 and 169. 
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F brn and dt6rt, general. 

A2L)' 1, 1:6; 7:14. 

6t• roiro, 8:10; 9:6. 
1 

5ray, 
4:14. 

( iv, general. 
eri, 2:25; 8:5, etc. 

eig, 4:7; 5:5, etc. 

I rp6g, 2:4. 

iard, 2:11. 

i Cv, 4:3. 
)zerd, 5:6. 

[ dative, 7:9. 
I dative general. 

genitive, 1:9; 2:14, etc. 

e;g, 
2:14; 2:21, etc. 

Irp6g, 
5:1. 

Art, 2:20; 8:3. 

L Ev, 9:5. 

{ Iperd, 
general. 

7 
] 

p6g, 4:1; 12:3, etc. 

F bK, general. 

i•r6, 
2:20; 5:3, etc. 

Sd, 8:4. 

p ter6, 6:2. 
44, 2:11(?). 

ec, 7:4. 

i, 2:9; 6:6. 

(r6, general. 

SKaOO6, 
2:5; 3:1, etc. 

i Kard, 
2:17; 4:7, etc. 

L. 
oir1-6, 

4:9. 

FC ri, general. 

SarT, 
7:13; 8:1. 

i v, 7:14. 

Ld 6, 9:15. 

F 
rpd-, 

general. 

~ri,3:3; 3:5, etc. 

I 
•, 

7:15; 8:1, etc. 

I iv, 4:8. 

Perhaps a table of some of the Greek particles with their equivalents in 

Hebrew, according to the translation, may be of interest in showing the peculiari- 
ties in an even more striking way. 

&lrog 
= 

t ,4:4 j (8:3) 
bwg aiv = 0 , 2:5(?) abao fd = '?f (? M f l3), 14:3 

6deTt Kcai ?6v =b Of (9:12) 9 (9:16) 

Iv = * (5:4; 11:9) 

Ei6 
= n 4 ) (8:12) 

-_ 

e 
orto 

= 
' 

(8:10) 
ip6 = (1:) ft (:4) 
•ar 

= 
(9:12) (:7) 

yET6 = t 

ai~r6 = ~~ (4:112) ir= 

bh~ rojro =~ b ~3 (8:10) 

wX31,) = 
K (12:9) '7~r? (13:4) 

ic = OK (9:12) 'LI (8:7) 

* The equivalent most frequently used is underscored; in most cases the references in the 
above table suffiee. 
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Thus the majority of the variations which may be attributed to the translator 
have been considered, and the general character of the translation in cases in 
which the text underlying it was similar to the Massoretic text, has been noted. 
It has been seen that passages in which the Greek text is corrupt or doubtful, are 
of such a nature, usually, as to indicate that they should not be used in textual 

study. The cases of free translation are such as may readily be detected, either 
in the peculiar reading or difficulty of the passage, or in the approximate .sense 
expressed. Most of these are of such a nature that, if held to indicate differ- 
ence of recension, one could only substitute a word related in meaning to that 
in the text. 

Interesting cases of the use of the same Greek word for different Hebrew 

words, such as 
aLvrairodido•ut 

for P0 ' in 9:8 and 14:3, for li in 4:9; 12:2,14; 
and different Greek words for the same Hebrew word, as 

• 
= 
6-apO0opd, 

11:4, 

and bliver, 13:13, which is used for lj, 9:11, show that the translator, not 
always influenced by a desire for uniformity, simply expressed what he regarded 
as the sense of a particular passage. 

There are also slight traces of local influence in the translation as the prob- 
able reference to aI3doAuar-reia, a sort of divination among the Greeks, in 4:12; 

also a reference to the rites of Venus and other deities in the re 
TE••E•Ivat 

of 4:14. 
In both cases, however, the translation is fair and may have no reference to cus- 
toms of the Greeks. But after having attributed to the translation all that can 

fairly be considered as belonging to it, in accordance with the general disposi- 
tion or tendency of the translator,-his evident fairness of intention ,-there still 
remains a number of variations unexplained. 

DOUBTFUL CASES. 

There is a number of variations the character of which is doubtful. One 

cannot say positively that they are due to difference of recension, but they seem 
to be due to this. In some cases the readings are certainly not as good as those 

given in the Massoretic text, but at the same time they bear evidence of having 
been translated from Hebrew, while in other cases they are much better than the 
received reading. 

I. Under this division additions may be considered first. 
1. No great stress can be laid on the addition of a letter or particle, yet there 

are a few cases in which such an addition gives a different and often a good 
reading. 

In 2:13 the connective Kai occurs between all except the first two nouns. Why 
not here ? If the translator inserted it, why not between each word as in 1:1 and 
2:7 ? If this difference is recensional, perhaps in the original construction the 
words following • •) were adverbial accusatives as Briggs seems to take 
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them in the translation, "And I will cause all her mirth to cease in her feasts 
(and) her new moons and her sabbaths and all her festivals."* It is in fact the 
mirth of these feasts that is the prominent idea. Cf. Amos 8:10; Isa. 58:13. 

Adopting this construction of the passage, Cheyne's observation, that the sabbath 
did not pass away, becomes unnecessary. 

In 18:13 (fI~ ,9 = 
S1iv•-- 

r A rtro 
,boc. 

It is difficult to determine 
whether &? is inserted to relieve the difficulty of the sudden change to the repre- 
sentation of Ephraim as a son immediately following, or is due to difference in 
MSS. It seems scarcely probable, if the translator had inserted it, that he would 
have been so exact in retaining the construct relation, with the particle inter- 

vening, though this construction may occur in Hebrew. 
In 4:19 001)t( = e rb v 

Ovaanorapiwv 
airov. If this is to be taken as it 

usually is, it is the only instance of such a plural for 0rt. The reading of the 

LXX., btlnt'Y ?, or perhaps with 0 omitted in order to avoid the repetition 
of the same sound, is better. So Hitzig, citing Zech. 14:10, etc. 

In 10:15, for 

'L.-nJ 

*V ,7") Tl ," , the LXX. has 
o, 

ro t7/c 
gi, 

;!iv, 

oi~Ko roi3 'IapaL . The addition of an K before 
,"l 

and " 
9 before • would 

give the reading at the basis of the LXX., viz., '*s" 
9 Pt 7"1 

- 
4} p , 

which gives good sense here. Why should Bethel be represented as doing this 
and not Yahweh '? Cf. 10:11; 11:1, etc. Ewald made Yahweh, understood, the 

subject of 
7i? 

and J-p*V accusative of place. However, oiKO( ro3 'Ikpatiy 
may have arisen from taking it as synonymous with the Hebrew, in its meaning, 

house of God; the other is generally 18 np . 
Other additions of this nature are ov6~ in 1:7 (some MSS. have DlJ'} b1); 

&lt, 1:8; 5g, 5:1, and art, 5:6. 
2. There are also cases in which a word, phrase or even sentence is found in 

the Greek but not in the Hebrew. In 2:25 for T'98 the reading of the LXX. is 

Kipwo 6 H6g wov ei 
ai, 

requiring ;7i 'T'0K mn*', and this carries out the 

parallelism, giving a better balance of clauses, as well as a better meaning. 
Other gods are spoken of, as in 3:1, but Yahweh is the distinctive God of the 
Israelites. 

In 6:1 the LXX. has ?yov-re as an addition. With this the Targum and 
the Peshitta agree, but in the connection it might be inserted in interpretation 
legitimately, and so one cannot say that the difference is recensional; nor of the 
addition r 6av eby vo after wrpbg riptov for ;1* 98 can one say much more, 
though it is probable, as in 2:25, that the full expression occurred here. 

In 13:4 a most peculiar and remarkable passage is found in the Greek, viz., 

b~y dsi 
bp.oc 

6 F6dc aov 6 anepe v vbnv oipavbv a ni rcov 
yuv, 

oi avi XEZlpr iKTnav l anv TVbv 

arpartav rob obipavo9, Ka oib rapidbcbf aot ab6r roib ropeibeHaa orr io abn ; K (wr9v k 7/ vlyaav 

* Messianic Prophecy. New York, 1886. P. 170; (and) is inserted. 
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ae ~K y Aiyirrov K.T.A. For this Newcome* has given the following Hebrew, which 

he supposes to have been the basis of the LXX., viz., 

The omission in the Hebrew he thought might have arisen through the care- 

lessness of the scribes, passing from one 9, jg to the other. For ivtyaydv he has 
the participle 

7•2j 
which is possible, though not what a retranslation of the 

Greek requires; in Ps. 81:11 the LXX. has the form 
hza'ayayv 

for 
7~Y 

l . The 
Greek here requires 

7 * 
i though in this place perhaps the participle is 

better. The passage gives evidence of having been translated from Hebrew by 

the Hebraisms which it contains. The occurrence of the article in 
r-v 

oipav6v and 

its omission in iCrig&a y7v is peculiar. The position of the indirect object rot when 

not emphatic is peculiar in Greek, but regular in Hebrew. However, if the pas- 

sage did occur in the MS. before the translator it certainly is not from the hand of 

the Prophet. Sabaism among the Israelites is not mentioned until the time of 
Manasseh. At all events its influence came too late for Hosea's notice and more- 

over this is the only mention of it in the book, and it is not to be supposed that 

one of so intense a spirit as Hosea, would have been satisfied with giving it such 

a simple and passing notice as this. As to izv yaydv it may be noted that in this 

place it gives a better balance of clauses to retain it; in 12:10, however, it is not 
so well retained. Other cases of this nature are found in the occurrence of yg 

before AY'm-rov for b3yg , 12:14; of. 12:10 and 13:4; OEiv 
i4/v, 

14:3, cf. 6:1; 

airoi after eipri for •ffg , 2:9. 
Some of the additions are cases in which a clause seems to be repeated from 

another verse, but one cannot say whether this was a copyist's error in the MS. 

from which the translation was made or is due to a Greek copyist. In 2:14 the 

addition Kt 
a-a 7TCEtEta 

To obpavob icai r~ 
prv•r•ari 

ri~ y is perhaps made by a copyist 

in order to assimilate it to verse 20, but one expects the promise to be wider than 

the threat of punishment. There can be no motive on the part of a copyist for 

the omission in Hebrew. In 8:13, Kat Av 'AOavpiort bidiOapra <Pdyovrat is probably 

taken from 9:3. With the addition sat cniv rotE dpwerok r-i 
y7g 

(4:3) cf. 2:14,20. 

II. There was, no doubt, on the part of early translators and copyists, a 

* Critical Version of the Minor Prophets. (In loco.) 
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tendency to make slight additions by way of explanation, etc., but there are also 
omissions which are not so readily explained. 

In 10:10 for the Hebrew 013D . 
.... 

93 ' 2.': 
the LXX. has (WLVE*) 

T : T : "~" T: *. : "T - 

ratrneirat aitroib.... iv re 
•racrdeu Oat ai rogC; the Vulgate, "cumrn corripientur propter 

duas iniquitates suas"; the Peshitta, oarlalt2L ,.....iA• _,.~_iL. 
. 

*j•• seems to have been taken wrongly from Ki$, but the important point in 
this connection is in the last clause. The form on which the above translations 

of this clause are based must have been C301fTT and this in connection with 
"iniquities " (undoubtedly the correct translation here) gives a good sense. This 
verb and Db'DY seem to have the same meaning and as Ewald observed 7bK 
in force is weak and obscure. 

In 7:14, 15 for 
DOffi3 

t 

pF. t.. '.34 
:' • .•s 

~ the LXX. is ~nra- 

et3Olca)a 
Av k/ot, (tK)/) 

KT•a'i(Xvaa 
TOiW 3paxiovag ami-rS, evidently omitting either 11109 

or 
t•p "f The translation requires as its basis 9 of , very similar to 

the end of the previous verse, and the clauses of this verse are better balanced 
without , fif g" . ' 18' is probably a corruption by repetition of the preceding 
letters. For, in addition to the peculiar association of these two verbs with the 

same object, what can 9'qO* mean in connection with jpl'it ? Probably the 

basis of the LXX. was 
. .?t 

'! 3 'a .•v 
. 

In 4:18 the LXX. ;iiwrjaav for 12 130 gives no equivalent, but of course 
it is impossible to give an exact translation and so •70 may have been omitted. 
It seems more probable. however, that it is a repetition of the last three letters of 

13ft by a copyist. 

In 9:14 for D i i0' the LXX. has tri 
(6e ab-roi; 

variant, add 

ebch anroic. r is perhaps a copyist's repetition of the last two letters of il ; it 
is supported, however, by one reading of the Greek, but this may be a correction. 

IIL. There are also certain variations in number, person, gender, etc., which 
often give a good reading but yet are of a doubtful character. Such may be seen 

in 12:5, where, for UNgyp gp t~n)l , the LXX. has 
a i5•i/70•Yd 

Jov, 
Av 4 oix4 ?v ebpoao id /, a strange variation for which there seems to be no good 
explanation unless it is connected with the substitution of o;lK '2v for 80) , 
which may best be considered then in this connection, though not properly 
belonging here. About the time the translation was made and before this certain 

"tendency changes "t are said to have been made, such as, jl809 for gp)' , 
M=t3 for 

,ig• 
; cf. p. 211. Elsewhere in the book 

t•.*= 
is found, but here 

the historical reference demands 
•gn, ). However, one cannot say whether 

this is due to the translator or to the MS. which he used, and the other variations 
are probably connected with this. At the end spbS airobC for 

}.•J 
, as Cheyne 

* This occurred in some codices and seems to have been in the original for anyone, inserting 
later to make it agree with the Hebrew, would certainly 

hare 
inserted the correct translation. 

t See Geiger's Urschrift Und Uebersetzungen der Bibel, pp. 259-433. Breslau, 1857. 

*6 
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observes, was probably for ~j . When used of the community the singular 
suffix is often translated by the plural, and so the LXX. may have taken it here. 
The Peshitta, which otherwise does not agree with the LXX., has aia and this 
suits the context better. 

In 13:8 the Hebrew is 

t.). 

W' D )• ; the LXX., Ka; Kara~ayovrat 

abroic iEKe 
miJ/tvOL 

dpvjtoi; the Peshitta, .] ,L 
. 

. .... 14.o. Sebik thinks 

they may have read 

0...t. 

or ~ ~) (the latter, if the person is changed, 
gives the proper consecution in tense, though the form in the text following in 
the same person as the preceding verbs may be regarded as coirdinate with these), 
3 before gt) being erased. He also takes the preceding verbs in the first 
person as establishing the Massoretic text; however, it is to be noted that the 
following verb is in the third person, and this arrangement would make the first 
two and the second two agree. 

In 2:8 for 
.? 

'} the LXX. is riv 5bw abr•g; the Peshitta, waio . Preced- 
ing and following this the third person is used, and such a change is hardly 
justifiable, even in Hosea, where the change is not infrequent. 

"f[ 
"has 

nothing but difficulty in its favor " (Briggs). 
In 4:8 for 

Sg/O, 
the LXX. has rac 'Pvxa aijr&v; the Peshitta, 

td. 
; the 

Vulgate, "animas eorum;" Symmachus and Theodotion, bv raTZ i~bvxaZ abryv. 
Thus the versions as well as some MSS. read Og#it and this is demanded by the 
context. However, see page 197. Compare also ll),* = $139, note 1 follow- 

ing, 12:2; ,"y 
= b}) , 9:2. 

IV. There is also a number of cases in which a substitution of one part of 
speech for another or a variation of expression is such that it is difficult to deter- 
mine whether the reading is due to difference of MSS. or to the translator. There 

may be noted, 
1. Cases of the variation of a word or expression, as in 1:7, where, for the 

Hebrew 
.7pT 

n'll -K1" , the LXX. has roi' 6d vio~ig 'Io6a, requiring 9,•-nK" T~~~? : ""? ". .. . 

fl'@.T'I, 
which was probably in the MS. before the translator. Both expressions 

occur in Hebrew for the same idea, and in the Greek olog may be used, as well as 
the expression here used, to convey this idea, viz., that of posterity. There is a 
score of places in the Bible where this interchange occurs, the LXX. having one 
form and the Hebrew the other. Perhaps these may be recensional; they may, 
however, be explained as due to the translator's desire for variety of expression, 
as the use of ayawr&w for ti}! in 2:25 (where, however, the variant tE ,d agrees 
with that in 2:3,6) must be explained. Similar to the foregoing is the variation in 
2:1, tn-C2K '~ D17'2 IbK D~ i~~~ ~7 2Y = VppfJly aViTOgF 0i ~ 
/ov 

i~uei, ZOiovat a3; O 
aIT•rtT 

vToi K.T.k. If exact, the translation of the second verb 

requires i) ?. For such variation compare Isa. 62:4 and 32:5, where, how- 
ever, the LXX. in the first passage translates both words by Ka;U, the last by 
ebrov in both forms. 
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In 3:4 for 
,'1:• 

the LXX. is Ov 
taancrpio, 

= tT•tr. Sebik explains the 
variation as due to the confusion of letters, f for y and fl for , or as a 

"tendency change." This latter seems more probable. Professor Ladd observes, 
"The effect from the dislike of idols and their surroundings may be seen in the 

change by the later Jews of the word 
•.•--sacred 

stone images which served 
as altars but which were regarded as objectionable, although they appear in Gen- 
esis as used by the Patriarchs, often consecrated to the service of Jehovah,-into 

fl.• 
."* The Professor shows by a comparison of 2 Kgs. 3:2 with 1 Kgs. 16:32 

that iggg is the original in the latter; he also observes that the verb D• 
does not well apply to f~tt but to fig ; cf. Deut. 16:22. 

The peculiar translation of b,•-r'• -11N by the LXX. lepar ica oi ~Y 

,wv, may possibly be attributed to the same cause. If not, the translator may have 
taken "!7• in its usual meaning as an article of sacerdotal dress, and this then 
as the insignia of priesthood, and connected with this the Urim and Thummim 
which Y(~c represents elsewhere (Thlummim, Deut. 33:8; Urim, Num. 27:21 and 

I Kgs. 28S:6). It may, however, be a free translation of ot *) as giving 
knowledge of things doubtful and hidden. In such cases there is too little basis 
for decision. 

In 2:16 1tpg 3 5-)LXX. i wei?,a. fn• is here taken in the bad 
sense and so Cheyne's citation of Ps. 107:40, where this word is the translation of 

17 '1, hardly seems necessary. though this same verb is used for ry in 4:12 
and possibly occurred here. However, Offt is thus translated in Ezek. 14:9 and 
Prov. 1:10. 

In 8:11 for the Hebrew $00% the LXX. is i/yawiuiva, requiring 09) pg(?), 
and this is better than the repetition of 800 which may be a corruption from 

In 13:6 I -) = LXX. He} •ihrop,,,• 
= ;lOp'*; cf. p. 209, for N-fnt, 

12:5. 
2. Cases in which the variation may be due to a confusion of consonants. 

In 5:2 for t ~ " fN 934 ac* e'l 1 the LXX. is a oi ly- 
ptio rt: -->v O8pac mad~T'iarV. >ky 

Ji irauevrc iJv; the Peshitta, 
o.4 

q,? j..•O 

on.L,_•.% 
] j. .~s 

•, ,. 
The Massoretic text is so peculiar that one is inclined 

to look with favor on the versions of the LXX. and Peshitta, which carry on the 

figure of the preceding verse. But it is very difficult to determine what was the 
basis of these readings. a 'p bo occurs twice for "7•, though Trommiust gives 
fl) for this word in Job 10:16, while in Prov. 6:25 it occurs possibly for n . 
With only these few and doubtful cases one cannot easily find what was the basis 
here. O#pa is usually the translation of 7t , 

cf. Gen. 25:28; 27:4; and it seems 

* Doctrine of Sacred Scripture. New York. Vol. I., p. 707. 

? Concordantiae Graecae in Septuaginta, etc. Amsterdam 1718, p. 18. 
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probable that '1Y (cf. Peshitta) was not the basis here or it would have been 
translated by 6ipeso. Moreover the peculiar position of the relative and the con- 
struction here is unexpected. The variation may be explained, though unsatis- 

factorily, by the confusion of letters, Y = t , 1 --t and P for , 09'99(?), 
Pj = ($))a) . It is easier, however, with Sebok to suppose a confusion of 
sound in which i'1Y7 = 0B 

,'3 
. The MSS. seem to have been obscure here. 

Compare that preceding, viz., at the end of ch. 4; cf. p. 214. 
In 9:13 for the Hebrew 

,')) , 
9l f1? i ) 

the LXX. has elc (Hpav rapberq~av 

rd ri?va a~avv, simplifying the difficult Massoretic reading, and with slight altera- 
tion, giving a fair parallelism. However, there has been a confusion of letters, 
etc., and as the reading involves the unexpected change from 00'Z in the first 

part to 
•j* 

in the second, also the use of 
7,Y 

in a sense in which it does not 
occur elsewhere so far as I have been able to learn, it may be due to the trans- 
lator. The form 

,'91 - 
= 

(,') l),? 
in this reading. 

In 9:7 for the Hebrew 
K,,3; )* 4K ip t• 

t the LXX. has Kal 
KaKGtO7at 'I~Th ipat Uep ( 7rpo Tbrf]/ 

K.r.A. The difficulty of the Massoretic text ren- 

ders the translation doubtful. The LXX. seems not to have had L2g and this 

may be a repetition of the last letters of the preceding word; however, as •)K 
is frequently translated by KaG6v it may be contained in KlaKoOerat, which requires 

(.)yi9 
for fY . l~ 

rj- 
in this reading would be 

•*:I. 
The idea then is 

that at that time Israel will be humiliated as the prophet is now. The last clause 
of ?the verse is probably altered to render the verb conformable with the previous 

jl} . i;triaO9v9 for nji is better syntax than the A.V., viz., " great hatred." 
According to the received reading of this verse, as Cheyne suggests, it is necessary 
to supply some introductory words if the idea of reproach is conveyed. But if the 

true prophets are referred to, in what sense is •7• used ? 
In 11:4 for the Hebrew "j j : *f ,l~ • ,t t)KN the LXX. has iai 

krtp%/- 
fpopat -pi airdy, avvco/at aibg K.T.2. The peculiar form 

)*D• 
may have misled 

the translator, and even if it comes from 23N an object would be expected. This 
and the fact that N) at the beginning of the following verse is inconsistent with 

8:13; 
9:3,•6; 

11:11, unless indeed one admit with Kuenen* that the prophet con- 
tradicts himself, favors the reading ) 

which interchange with 
N. 

is not infre- 

quent in the 91 and 3'nf,, and this with 2'31f is no more difficult than the 
peculiar use of the word. 'emw i2t oiat may be a free translation of tN or 

3'.lZ(?). 
The misconception of the preceding part of the verse (cf. p. 204) is 

shown here also, but this does not greatly affect it for the purpose here considered. 
In 5:11 for 1 the LXX. has r~v arahoiv = 

-- 
i, which is frequently trans- 

lated by i&ratoc.t If 1 were the form the article would be expected. The 

* Prophets and Prophecy in Israel. London, 1877. P. 158. 

+ Geiger, Urschrift und Uebersetzungen, p. 411, regards [taraiov as a free translation of ij 
(Vulgate), which was changed to 1" on account of offensiveness. 
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error of a scribe would be the more easy, since the initial letters of ,dg are the 
same as the last letters of 8I; (Secker). 

In 9:3 for the Hebrew otJ gg bt")• jgif the LXX. has KGtriqev 'Eppa/l 
AiyvTrTov and this carries out the contrast with the first part of the verse very well, 
but possibly it is a confusion of , for I since the conjunction would be expected 
here. Cf. also 14:8, *tyip = 

-Kaltovvrat 
= 

.;jt 
(?). 

In 7:1 t•"• = 'Ev 7 irdaalai am =- $5~i (?). Cf. 6:11. 
V. Closely connected with the preceding are a few cases of transposition of 

letters and words as in 8:13, where, for }))Mt) " )f ' 
1,!y tgy1p th)(, thle 

LXX. has dSLl6T v O62o)te Ovalav Kta dyaoL Kpfa. The Hebrew is peculiar and diffi- 

cult, if indeed it is Hebrew at all. Usually the LXX. follows the Hebrew 
order, especially in difficult passages, and the translation here would indicate that 
the Hebrew at the basis of it was, • 1~ f•* ~)r, •l K 9 , which gives 
the same arrangement of clauses as the received reading, or even better than this. 

t13b looks very much like a peculiar repetition of the letters in nfl slightly 
altered, viz., f for f. For the use of bR '3 cf. 9:12 (LXX.); cf. also 53 Pj, 
9:16. 

In 6:3 for the Hebrew 
J" 

X 1n' t0 n the LXX. has 
wp6•uol 

Ka1 6 b{og 

y',, 

and this order requires flX(') 
j1'~? 

0' , taking V'l' as a noun 

as the A.V. also. The arrangement would then be similar to that in Joel 2:23, 
but the usual order may 15e taken because the word is taken as a noun, though 
this is not probable. 

In 7:16 for the Hebrew •)i 89 1•?* the LXX. has ;Lrrp6iprmav 6e~ ovdiv; 

the Peshitta, >op j.1 
a.c.aez 

. These versions give little help here; they 

seem to have taken these two words in the reverse order, viz., 89 •by, unless 
the sense is "to the not high one," "no god" (Gesenius), which is not probable. 
In the former case 8 would hardly be used as this arrangement requires. 
Williams' conjecture, ffy ,* is also impossible. 

In 13:10 for the Hebrew NIg 73n 'fil the LXX. has ioh 6 
pnadtcei 

rov 

o•?ro; which is a fair translation, taking 'fl• as an interrogative, and it seems 

probable that the letters , and f have been transposed, the original being f?X, 
and this is confirmed by ~I , which would naturally follow nT, as an enclitic, 
but is peculiar after ,hp . The form ,ig would arise the more easily since it 
occurs in v. 7 and elsewhere. The forms in v. 14 were probably fi? also. So 
the versions in 13:10. 

In 13:15 there is clearly a transposition of letters, 1918 for 1"• , but 
amiss. 

RECENSIONAL VARIATIONS. 

There are still other variations of a different nature from those already con- 

sidered. These are of such a character that they can only be explained by 
* The Hebrew Prophets. London, 1866. In loco. 
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supposing the translator to have used a MS. differing somewhat from the MSS. 

underlying the present Massoretic text. An examination of these cases will show 
this. There may be noted, 

I. Additions. 

In 4:17 for 
-flr] 

the LXX. has 2Oipev Eav;5 qKcviaa. Nowack and Simson 

regard this as an interpretation in explanation of the preceding 
D*.:I•, 

but as 
Ewald perceived there is an incompleteness in the verse as it now stands, "And 

Ephraim shall not be left with his idols as is strongly enough expressed, v. 19." 
The sentiment too is foreign to the spirit of Hosea and especially so if satirical. 
This also is against the reading of Ewald, viz., " the scandal giveth him restora- 
tion." lie supposes some such word as #fl73 to have dropped out of the text 
and vocalizes flr,7?. It seems better, however, to vocalize •*]•, which is 
used of the setting up of idols (cf. Isa. 46:7 and 2 Kgs. 17:29), and to construe 

(? 09)$1y)a as object of the verb. Thus the reading would be, Ephraim is 

joined to idols, he hath set a stumbling-block for himnself. The last clause then car- 
ries out the idea preceding and gives good parallelism; note also the connection 
with the following verse according to the LXX. 

In 4:18 for 
"I. 

(f)M) fji the LXX. has 
i;yjdya, atr•iayv 

i 

ppvidyuaroS aiir*. By the addition of a letter (8) and a change of pointing, a vari- 
ant, and in this case a much better reading, is obtained. The MSS. underlying 

the Massoretic text seem to have been corrupted or obscure in this place as the 

peculiar Hebrew and variations of the LXX. in the last verses of this chapter as 
well as the opening of the next chapter indicate. The Hebrew of this clause is 

certainly very peculiar, but accepting a suggestion of the LXX., an excellent 

reading is obtained. Hermann* pointed out the fact that though the present 
reading of the LXX. gives no fit sense, yet a restoration of that which was its 
basis gives a form susceptible of a good translation: he suggests 

fTjig. 
with 

the translation "sie lieben Schande mehr als ihre Ehre." Cheyne favors this cor- 

rection, referring p• to Yahweh, the Pride of Israel, her God. Cf. Zech. 11:3. 
He would then translate "they love infamy rather than her Excellency." The 

peculiarity of the Greek shows that the translator was following IHebrew. 
II. There are also a few cases of omission which indicate that certain letters 

and words were not in the MS. before the translator. 

In 2:23 for the Hebrew b'yt090 flK 0; in 
.•. ,"•] 

the LXX. 
has ?y&t K•IptoS 

A7aKOVGOIaL T r oCpav). The first fTi occurs unexpectedly here 

in the Hebrew and evidently was not in the MS. before the translator, for it is 
not his tendency to omit. 

In 8:2 for b iU( '~t'1' ifft 9 the LXX. has fy& KEKp6 ovrat '0 

esbr 
7yv6Ka[~v 

ae. 9"' occurs in a peculiar position and is probably taken from 
the following verse; a copyist's error, since there can be no reason for its omission. 

* Studien und Kritiken. 18w9. P. 517. 
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In 14:3 for the Hebrew )*'90 7 fit 0 t' the LXX. has Ka •TtvWaTo- 
G66o~ev Icaprbv Xertoav ~'()iv. Here the omission of a letter causes an important 

change and relieves a clumsy construction of the Hebrew. The difficulty of the 
received reading is the only thing in its favor, if indeed the construction is 

justifiable. But it is just such peculiarities that a careful study of the LXX., 
and restoration of the text underlying it, will show to be incorrect readings. The 

proposal of Newcome to read 't after the LXX. relieves the difficulty and 
receives some confirmation also from Heb. 18:15, where the connection points to 
this passage rather than Isa. 57:19. This does not occur in the LXX. of Isa. 

57:19, and 29) is not translated by Kaper6E. The Peshitta also, departing from 
the LXX. and Massoretic text in other particulars, agrees with the LXX. in 

reading *•. The explanation of this variation given by Pococke, shows to 
what conjectures one is driven by the theory that the translation of the LXX. is 
based on the same MSS. as those underlying the Massoretic text, or rather that 
there were no variations in the MSS. He observed, 'For this end I conceive that 

Icaprrd6 here is by the Greek taken in the same notion that lc6p~rwua or 
Kdprwto( 

is 
by them elsewhere used, viz., for a whole burnt ofering, which usually the Rabbins 

tell us were some of them called MIy i) , the 
Kapr6f 

or summer fruit of the 
altar, so were such free-will offerings, they say, called; because they were to the 
altar as summer fruits to a table after a banquet.'~* 

III. There are also some cases of variation through change of person, num- 

ber, etc. The character of these is here considered. 

In 12:9 for Nb* 1 8i pli "2 1X9' X') 'Y)f' 
' the LXX. has wdvre~ 

oL 7d6voc aiiro oi0X e9peOiaovrat 
abr,, 

•i 5t6dlaK 85 i•/aprev. When •• is used of dis- 

covering a fault it is usually followed by 
- 

of person; but it is often used with 

' in the sense "to suffice," and this gives a better sense here, adopting the 
suffix of the third person for the first in cy,39. Thus Cheyne, "(but) all his 
profits will not suffice for (i. e., to expiate) the guilt which he has incurred," 

reading 8fl 1 p 7'2 J gfX X') VV'.1' 'f; but this is a rather forced 
meaning, (to expiate ?), and it seems better to follow the LXX., reading 1) for 

"2 and putting the preposition )2Y (cf. 9:15) before jl thus it would read 
n tit '2~i Yf r, I 1{'~'•( * •, i. e., all his profits will not sufice 

him because of the guilt which he has incurred. This gives the same connection with 
the next verse as the ieading suggested by Cheyne as it also gets "rid of the 
unnatural distinction supposed above between 'iniquity' and 'sin.' " 

In 11:3 for I '2••' fj b '' 'I1'2) XU1ip lK.X the LXX. has Kal 
iy& ivverd6r6ia rav 'Ebpai~, Stvi•a/3ov ai?rbv irti miv ppaxiovd ftov; the Vulgate, "portabam 

eos in bracheis meis "; the Peshitta, 
,. 

L pl 
.t~LL 

5C 
•A• C) z li. o . 

Of the peculiar forms ,n) •j" 
and 

tF'" 
one cannot say much except to note 

* Theological Works. London, 1740. Vol. II., p. 684. 
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that the translation of these forms is such as to indicate, at least, that the Hebrew 
was followed, and so the following may be relied upon as accurate. nvler66~d a is 

evidently an effort to translate the root ji , though influenced by the concep- 
tion of the following verse. Cappelle* justifies it by making it equal to "attem- 
perare pedem." The form f000, however, is anomalous and according to the 
translations was at least taken as the equivalent of pcnn3 , and this must have 

been the original since •• cannot be explained as an infinitive or participle. At 
all events the translation "taking them by their arms," A.V., is contrary to the 

use of yf and it also involves the difficulty already mentioned, while "he took 
them on his arms" (R.V. margin) involves a sudden change of person as well as 

philological objections. It seems better, therefore, with Cheyne, Nowack and 
others, to read ?y)Tt ~y (?)Jcnnf)l , "I took them up in my arms." Cf. 

R.V., also Isa. 63:9. 
In 2:18 for the Hebrew 9 

'•i•j 
KJ 1 

'~• M 'Kpip the LXX. has Ka21iE 

AE for both; the Vulgate, "vocabit me," for both; the Peshitta, 
,.i& 

for both. 
The Hebrew, strangely, has the verbs in the second person and omits '9 after the 
first verb, though two codices have it.t The LXX., as indicated, translates both 
clauses in the same way and the verb is in the third person, agreeing with that 

preceding and following. The Vulgate, seldom agreeing with the LXX., is con- 

firmatory here. 

Similar to this is a peculiar change in 5:3, where, for it]~ 
.•t;7 

Off • 
9 8• tt 

. 

the LXX. has 686rT 2vy ifew6pvevae 'E~paig, ~yidrxz 'Ikpafr; the 

Peshitta, Li 
a.Z. 

j Zo > laj 
"-i F-? .--- 

; the Vulgate, "quia nunc 

fornicatus est Ephraim, contaminatus est Israel"; the Targum, I37 
'. 

f 
. 9 pt ~4 

p- " 
f 

:. 
It would seem that the persons should 

agree, and the third person of the first verb in the versions is certainly as good as 
the received reading. Note also 

Df.'rE 
7 = Ka-orii oe, 2:20. 

IV. Finally several substitutions of letters, words and phrases occur, and 

they are of such a character as to show that they are not due to the translator. 

In 13:9 for the Hebrew 7•fly 9' f $Nit' *~ ln•• the LXX. has 

rT 6tapOopi aov 'Ikpa rlT pozoyaet; the Peshitta, 
.r_3 

C~. Sebok supposes • 

may have come from tif (Cappelle). 'a may have come from 97 or 2 also, for 

the LXX. and Peshitta must have read 11f7• '0 and that this is a better read- 
ing than that of the Massoretic text, a simple comparison of the texts shows, as 
well as the peculiar readings and ellipses supposed in attempts to translate the 

received reading. Cf. R.V. Cheyne retains 'f, reading 7 '9 t' fl, "He 
hath destroyed thee, O Israel; yea who is thy help ?" However, there is no 

* Commentarii et Notae Criticae. Amsterdam, 1689, p. 558. 
+ The Hebrew Text, p. 123. 
$ So also Driver in an incidental note, p. lxviii. 
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reason for its omission by the translator. The conjecture of Houbigant* and 

others after him, viz., "l, is unnecessary since the construction with p is 

good. Cf. Nah. 3:9; Pss. 118:7 and 35:2. Of course the translation of ""'g 
cannot be sustained as exact. 

In 13:5 for the Hebrew 
7'J,1y?t 

U the LXX. has y,'a 
& oitaiv6v ac; the 

Peshitta, y •i C).. Here, as Sebik well points out, ",tY'1 suits the fol- 
lowing 121? as well as the next verse better. 1 and " are readily confused; 
note also the t of 'Ij which might easily be repeated. The Targum gives a free 
rendering in 

i•t. 
r i 

t.. 
, but it shows the sense demanded here. 

In 13:15 for Kt'- tp 
b, i9 • 93 the LXX. has (r6Tt ofog Ava yaov 

e2reQrv awr i- eel; the Vulgate, "Quia ipse inter fratres dividit, etc."; the Peshitta, 

.... 
.ot.. 

These versions require "lt"• instead of •t-!, for it is not 

probable that they took this verb as equivalent to the Arabic 

4. 
. This then 

becomes a reference to the separation between Judah and Israel. Cf. Zech. 11:14. 

In 5:8 for the Hebrew tt ~j •• t" the LXX. has 
i-orri pevwadiv. Here 

again is a peculiar phrase in Hebrew, it being necessary to supply to convey the 

supposed meaning, while the LXX. it fljl 1"! is at once clear and forcible in 
this connection. Cf. the trauslation of "!", 11:10,11. Cheyne's translation of 
this is good;, viz., "Benjamin is distraught." For the conjecture of Meier,f viz., 

n"f00 , I fail to find the support which he finds in the LXX. It is evident that 
the Massoretic reading might readily have been corrupted to the present form. 

Cf. Judg. 5:14. 

In 13:2 for the Hebrew DtJYY 
.DDt 

) (1 in some texts) the LXX. has 
Kar'Ei Kva 

si•d2'aXv; 
the Vulgate, "quasi similitudinem idolorum '"; the Targum, 

1iY"':•.... 
( ir•D) 8 

t i)•2 ! ). These versions require the 
reading •,YY j•f••t 5, which indicates that there was no art then in the 
manufacture of such images (Cheyne). 

In 2:11 for 
n"")D 

the LXX. has roi3 pi ,a?bwretv, which requires 
j")0. 

, 
as this is the usual method of translation of the infinitive with 

0.. 
Commenta- 

tors have succeeded in explaining the use of the C as that of purpose, but an 

ellipsis must be supposed, such as, which should have covered. Strange infinitive 
force! If referred to the nouns as 1D0) must be, another pointing of the con- 
sonants at the basis of the LXX. would be more forcible, viz., 

nib-3 
Cf. 

Ezek. 1:11,23, etc. However, the reading n 
•iO. 

is the one expected from the 
context. 

In 5:7 for 0/?70 the LXX. has 'pv pri. Kuinoel's conjecture "f) (cited 
by Drake) is due to the theory that the variations must be explained so as to 
harmonize with the Massoretic text, and this only involves the confusion of " 

* Biblia Hebraica. In loco. 
t Studien und Kritiken. 1842. P. 1028. 
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and 1, but 1' is not translated by Apv ij3; in the LXX., though this is not 
decisive. It seems more probable that the reading was $'b'f. Cf. Joel 1:4 

(LXX.). The sense of the LXX. is manifest, needing no explanation. If 'f$?0 
is taken in the sense of month, the most natural meaning, as it occurs without 
the article, then, as Prebendary Huxtable observes, "The Hebrew scriptures 
perhaps furnish no other example of that particular form of personification by 
which a period of time is spoken of as itself effecting what is done by other 

agents in it.'"' 

In 4:18 for 0820 "I the LXX. is ipir-Ge xavavalovr. It is supposed by many 
commentators that the translation of the LXX. arose from the reading itggy 
and the confusion of the Sabeans with the Canaanites, but this again is due to a 

theory. Only on the supposition that the MS. underlying the translation differed 
somewhat from those underlying the Massoretic text, can such variations be 

explained satisfactorily. A remark of Ewald shows that a fair reading is given 
by the LXX., viz., "it attached itself in close friendship to the Canaanites; in 

which case we should have to read tj] "1 (comp. "10j), and the sense would 
not be bad in this connection as well as suitable to the words in 12:8, if only 

Y-• 
were not so very unlike the letters 03 

- 
." Theory then is all that is 

against the reading of the LXX. "1 (v') is not so translated in the LXX., but 
was chosen because of the similarity of the letters. "3) is the word most com- 

monly so translated, but does not seem quite suitable here, though a better word 
does not suggest itself to the writer. 

In 8:10 for O," 
.? 

N8 
_. 

I• 
"'.. 

the LXX. is 
Ka 

Ko7~o1tOOU 

/lKpov 

-roi Xpt/ iy3aat2La Ka i•Pxovrac. Ewald's rendering of the Hebrew, "cease a little" 

(pointing 
.5lty) 

and " sorrow a little" (A.V.), are both open to Nowack's ques- 
tion, Why a little ?t Nor is the reading given by Simson, Wiinsche, etc., better, 

viz., "in a little, etc." What usage is this ? • • in 1:4, cited by Nowack, is 
different. Nor yet that of Hlitzig, Keil,$ R.V., etc., "they shall begin to be 

diminished" (reading •• as inf. or "adject. verb "). Cheyne well asks, "Why 
'begin' ?" None of the above explanations being satisfactory, the only remedy 

is with Cheyne to turn to the LXX. which reads l0 gIg ayn r pty 

"~0 , possibly iJVl as Ewald read, may be retained; the rendering would be 
"that they may cease for a little from anointing a king and princes."' The reading 
"king and princes" is found in some Hebrew MSS. and in the versions: it is 
confirmed also in the following citations by Reuss,@ viz., ch. 3:4; 7:5; 8:4 and 

13:10, where "king " and "princes" are thus associated. 

In 3:2 for the Hiebrew itj-i 
.n.) -.. 

i 
r.n. 

the LXX. has 
Kaa yooiip 

* Bible Commentary. London, 1876. Vol. VI., p. 440. 
t Der Prophet Hosea. Berlin, 1880, p. 150. 
$ Commentary on the Minor Prophets. Edinburgh, 1878. Vol. I., p. 116. 
? La Bible. Part II. Les Prophetes. Paris, 1876. In loco. 
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KptOiv Kia vi SE ovo v; never tlKdpov for 7nS , as Gesenius and a number of com- 
mentators give it, so far as I have been able to learn. Cheyne suggests that 

probably the translator was unacquainted with the "lethech ;" but this fails to 

account for the transliteration of a Hebrew word. As f•y is one of the 5way 
keyciteva and there is no measure corresponding to it in the Egyptian dry measure, 
which, as Cheyne observes, "in other details agrees exactly with the Hebrew," it 
is very difficult to determine the cause of the variation and at the same time sus- 

picion is cast on the Hebrew word. y6,op is used as often for "•F as for •f• ,* 
and so one cannot determine which was in the MS. before the translator, or some 

aid in explaining the variation might be derived from it. o'vov for Ocjt 
. 

might 
be explained from the use of barley to make wine. Compare also the plural of 

KptW0 in Greek; or possibly, according to Schleusner, "Sed mihi *)g7 legisse 
videntur."' 

No explanation on the ground of the use of a MS. similar to that of the Mas- 
soretic text is satisfactory. Why should the translator give a Hebrew word in 
Greek letters if he did not find it in the MS. before him ? Newoome supposed 
that OB6aKog, which Symmachus used in the translation here, had crept into the 
Greek from the Hebrew. This change, however, would not have occurred long 
before the translation of the LXX., while the word is found in the Odyssey and 
was used also by Aristophanes; moreover there is another word, ;~hcKv6o, which is 

just as likely to have come from "i , but it occurs in Aristophanes, Euripides 
and Herodotus. It seems more probable that the Hebrew came from the Greek, 
from confusing the two words, perhaps, with a transposition of consonants, viz., 

•)K(o)(-a 
very easy confusion with the different arrangement of the con- 

sonants in the Greek words. The former was used for meal, etc., and from the 
Greek translation, may have passed into Hebrew in this disguised form. There 
seems to have been great confusion among the Fathers in the reading of this 

passage. A remark by Epiphanius, viz., AeO0K •, < ( rv 0 'ori 7 0 wporry, etp rat, 
OTt ytcawcadnyv iavrT 2teeis KptOy d v avr Typaio1e J, yduop KptOOw, TO VTn6 TL G 

yap at 
?~rTi'vrewS [tot a•]falvovrat o~rot, 

shows that he regarded the "lethech" and the 

homer as the same measure wrongly, thinking that there were two homers, one of 
twelve and the other of fifteen baths, the "lethech" corresponding to the latter. 
This looks as if there had been an understanding that the two expressions were 

equivalent or that 2•8eK was an explanation of y6dop. In the editor's discussion of 
this passage, a reading from Ambrosius is cited, viz., "Et conduxi eam gomor 
hordei et semi-gomor hordei et nevel vini." This combines the two readings, but 
affords no light on the question considered, except in showing that the texts of 

* Driver, however, gives a number of instances showing y to be the transliteration of p 
(T "". 05,106. 
t Patrologuia Gracteca, edited by J. P. Migne. Paris, 1858. Vol. XLIII., pp. 272, 273. 
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the versions have been tampered with. Whatever the origin of the variation may 
be, the reading of the.LXX. is at least as satisfactory as the received reading. 

The explanation of this, referring to 2 Kgs. 7:18, and the inference that a 
homer and a half of barley would have a value of fifteen shekels, which plus the 
fifteen shekels of silver would equal the price of a slave, Ex. 21:32, is simply 
arbitrary. It rests upon the following uncertainties: the value of (1) barley, (2) a 

slave, (3) 1l ; the reason for the amount being (1) the price of a slave, (2) part 
money, part barley. The best explanation of the received reading is that this 
amount was given for provision- (IIuxtable), and this applies to the LXX. also. 

Cf. I Sam. 25:18; II Sam. 16:1. An offering might also have been contemplated, 
cf. I Sam. 1:24; perhaps a jealousy offering, cf. Num. 5. 

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS. 

Thus it is seen that, while there are many variations in the LXX., most of 
these can be satisfactorily explained. It is inevitable that there should be some 

corruption in the Greek text, and this renders the reading in some places doubt- 

ful, but such cases are nearly always manifest and thus one is warned not to use 
these for critical purposes. The fact also that the translator's aim was to pro- 
duce a translation for the use of the people of his times, and not that the Hebrew 
text might be reconstructed from it, allowed him to translate as he understood 
the Hebrew, and thus to interpretation a number of minor variations may be 
attributed. Yet the fairness and the literalness of the translation are, withal, 
astonishing; and these would no doubt seem even greater if we had the MS. from 
which the translation was made. 

The faithful reproduction of Hebrew idioms and even the order of words in 
Hebrew is remarkable. In ch. 1:9 the translation Kia tyb oiK Ei, i~u~v, shows that 
if P T~,Y has dropped out of the text, as many suppose, it must have been 
before the LXX. was translated. Many other passages showing that the LXX. is 
a protection against rash conjecture, might also be adduced. But is the value of 
such a translation to end with this ? So, many treat it. An example may suffice 
to show how the translations of the LXX. are usually treated, viz., in ch. 2:22 the 

text of the Western Jews is ;flt f l )7' as found in our Hebrew Bibles, but 
in the Babylonian codex the reading is f7tl~f, '4 ?f "!3t . Now if our Hie- 
brew text had happened to have read as the Babylonian codex, no doubt those 
who regard the LXX. as of no value, would have found here a false translation 
of the LXX., supporting the text by the Vulgate, "scies quia ego Dominus." 
Both translations, however, may be sustained on the supposition that there were 
different readings in the Hebrew MSS., as there are in this case. This illustrates 
the difference between the explanation of the variations, by those who hold that 
there were different recensions of the Hebrew text, and that given by those who 
do not admit this. 
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In the present investigation it has been the aim to explain all the variations 
which can fairly be attributed to the translation as due to this. But after one has 
studied the character of these variations, whether due to free translation or to 

imperfect transmission of the text, and has noted the general tendency of the 
translator in those instances in which it is evident he has given a free translation, 
he finds that there are some variations which might possibly be attributed to the 

translator, but are more likely due to difference of recension or perhaps in some 
cases to imperfect transmission of the text. There are still other variations, how- 

ever, which cannot be explained in this way. These can only be explained as 

arbitrary or recensional, but the general fidelity of the translator will not allow 
the former explanation, moreover the excellence of tihe readings in many cases 
will not admit it. Certainly the important variations are not numerous, but one 
would not expect many variations in Hebrew MSS. of a book the size of Hosea. 

The peculiar addition in ch. 13:4 may be thought to reflect on the character 
of the MS. used by the translator. Yet such peculiarities may easily be detected, 
and it is to be remembered that if we had the early HIebrew MSS. it would be 

necessary to use critical judgment in choosing a variant reading, just as is the 
case with the MSS. of the New Testament. It seems of great importance there- 
fore that the text of the LXX. receive more attention, that it may be had in its 

very best and most complete form, in order that a more careful comparison of the 
version with the Massoretic text may be made. Great results certainly may be 

expected from such study, even in the Minor Prophets, where the translators are 

supposed to have treated the text with great liberty. 
It seems strange that the American Revisers, otherwise less conservative 

than the English Committee, should have disagreed with the latter in that they 
refused any reference to the Septuagint and other versions. Care must certainly 
be used and great discrimination in the study of the versions for textual purposes, 
but to throw such a valuable critical aid as the Septuagint out of consideration, is 

to reject what Providence has preserved; it is to close one's eyes to the light. 
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